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Abstract—This paper discusses the prospects for building
a system that helps a human analyst to detect deception on
Twitter. First, based on a previously published taxonomy of
cyber deception, Twitter deception is examined. Second, a
number of indicators are introduced. These are cues, helpful for
a human analyst but not necessary or sufficient characteristics
of deception. Third, with the indicators as a background, the
prospects for deception detection are discussed. The paper rep-
resents a first step towards a systematic method for detecting
deception on Twitter.
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I. INTRODUCTION

There is a lot of deception on the Internet. Most of it is

so harmless that we hardly think of it as deception, such

as the fact that users selectively post information on social

networks in order to convey certain images of themselves

[1]. Some of it is more annoying and can lead to poor

decisions, such as hotel reviews on popular sites routinely

being written by agents of the hotels themselves [2]. A small

part of it is more sinister, such as the exposed cases of

governments such as Russia [3] and the US [4] procuring

systems designed to influence opinions on social networks

by means of so called ’sock puppetry’. It is primarily the

last category of deception – carried out by qualified and

resourceful actors – that is the motivation for our research.

Our long-term aim is to construct a system that can aid

an analyst in detecting deception on Twitter. However, as

deception is a very complicated concept, we do not believe

that a computer system would be able to find deception as

such, but would rather act as an aid to an analyst. Although

the human-machine-interaction aspects of this are indeed

very important, we leave that discussion for elsewhere. Here

we are mainly concerned with describing different kinds of

deception and how they potentially could be detected.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section II

we give examples of deception on Twitter following a

general taxonomy for deception in cyberspace. We sketch a

system for detecting deception in Section III. In Section IV

we introduce the very wide notion of indicators that could

help a human analyst to find deceptions. Section V describe

how some of the examples of deception could potentially be

detected. Finally, Section VI contains some conclusions.

II. A TAXONOMY FOR TWITTER DECEPTION

Deception is a difficult subject lacking any consensus

characterization. Bell & Whaley present a general deception

taxonomy, based on two ways to distort reality: dissim-

ulation, i.e. hiding the real, and simulation, i.e. showing

the false [5]. In this article, we instead use the cyber-

specific taxonomy proposed by Rowe [6]. It is based on

linguistic case theory and offers 32 cases grouped into seven

categories:

1) Spatial cases pertain to misleading locations, direc-

tions, etc.

2) Time cases pertains to misleading time stamps,

records, frequencies etc.

3) Participant cases pertains to giving misleading impres-

sions about the identity of recipients, senders, objects,

beneficiaries etc.

4) Causality clues pertains to misleading causes, pur-

poses, effects etc.

5) Quality cases pertains to misleading contents, values,

measures, etc.

6) Essence cases pertains to misleading ontological fea-

tures of actions, or misleading types or contexts for

actions.

7) Speech-act cases pertains to misleading communica-

tion.

This taxonomy aims (i) to span the whole space of

deception, and (ii) to be helpful to deception planners in

brainstorming. There is no straightforward way to classify

deception, and a deception action typically maps to several

of the 32 cases.

Rowe also identifies second-order deception; i.e. decep-

tion that depends for its success on the recognition of a first-

order deception. His example is an obvious denial-of-service

attack masking a subtle buffer overflow attack – a decoying

strategy that allegedly has been used against a number of

US banks in 2012 [7].

The taxonomy concerns deception actions. In the case

of Twitter we can split all actions into two conceptually

different parts:
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• The semantic action, i.e. stating the semantic content

of the message.

• The posting action, i.e. the action of posting the tweet.

Someone tweeting ”Obama is injured”, when in fact he is

not, is an example of a semantic deception. An example

of a posting deception is if the tweet ”Obama is injured”

is widely re-tweeted making it appear trustworthy, when in

fact the re-tweeters are paid. Real deceptions are often a mix

of both parts.

In the following subsections we apply Rowe’s taxonomy

to Twitter, describing examples that often combine several

of the 32 cases. The speech act cases have been left out,

as Rowe himself notes that they are mostly covered by the

others.

A. Space Cases

Space cases pertain to misleading locations, directions,

etc. First, locations in a tweet might be misleading, and

second, location metadata associated with the tweet or the

tweeter might be misleading.

Direction and orientation deception. Directions men-

tioned in a message could be misleading. The @-notation

can give a tweet a kind of direction, but this is rather an

example of a recipient deception, see Section II-C.

Location-at deception. Locations in a tweet can be mis-

leading. For instance ”The suspect was spotted in Stock-

holm”, when in fact it was Gothenburg. A tweeter can also

manipulate account or tweet locations in metadata.

Location-from deception. The location of the tweeter

might be considered to be from where a tweet originated.

The message might contain misleading information about

where something started.

Location-through deception. Tweets containing a decep-

tion can be retweeted by several tweeters, whose locations

might be considered where the action has passed through.

The message might contain misleading information about

where something passed through.

B. Time Cases

Twitter provides a lot of detail regarding time: analogous

to space, each tweet has a time-stamp. Times may also be

mentioned in the tweet.

Frequency deception can be achieved using manual tweet-

ers or bots. To make a topic seem ”hotter”, a bot could

post tweets concerning it whenever real tweeters do not. The

other time cases (time-at deception: time at which something

occurred; time-from deception: time at which something

started; time-to deception: time at which something ended;

and time-through deception: time through which something

occurred) can also be achieved using bots that change the

time-frame in which a topic seems to be discussed.

It is also possible to make misleading statements in tweet

messages to try to achieve any of these cases, e.g. ”The army

holds exercise maneuvers every week at location X”.

C. Participant Cases

Agent deception on Twitter involves someone masquerad-

ing as someone else. There are least two methods: (i) A sets

up a false account claiming to belong to B, or (ii) A obtains

control (e.g. through password theft) of B’s actual account.

One beneficiary deception on Twitter is the scam: A
crowdfunds for B, but the funds raised go to C. There is

also the lie: A tweets that 1 000 people are gathered on

square X supporting B, whereas they actually support C. A

third variety is the conspiracy theory, where A tweets that

event X (e.g. a political decision or the development of the

stock market) disproportionately benefits actor or group B
(contrary to the evidence).

A version of experiencer deception on Twitter is when

A tweets a personal message to B and expects B alone to

see it, but B also shares it with C, perhaps since C (e.g. a

spouse or a colleague) just happened to be around. A more

sinister version is systematic eavesdropping, when neither A
nor B knows that C also reads the message.

Recipient deception on Twitter occurs e.g. when A tweets

a personal message to B, but C has hacked the account of

B. In this one-way communication example, the victim A
to some extent fools himself. In a two-way communication

example A tweets to B, believing B to be from nation X ,

and B actively responds so as to affirm this belief, though

B is actually from nation Y . Thus recipient deception is not

always about proper names – B or C – but sometimes about

characteristics.

An example of instrument deception is when A uses

an icon and a user name related to subject X , making B
believe that A is knowledgeable on subject X . (Such simple

methods effect perceived credibility a lot [8].)

Object deception on Twitter occurs when an action ap-

pears to be done to another object than the user be-

lieves. Some cases involve agent, beneficiary, or experi-

encer/recipient deception. Another case is a spam detector

being fooled by different-looking shortened URLs all lead-

ing to the same web page (a classic spamming technique [9],

easily adoptable to Twitter). Faked photos are also object

deception: A tweets a photograph of protesting people on

what he claims is square A, but it actually depicts square B.

If the file contains false geodata, the file itself is deceptive.

D. Causality Cases

Cause deception on Twitter occurs when the cause of an

action or event is misinterpreted by a user. For example, if

A obtains control of an account belonging to B, thereby

stopping B from using it, A could use the account in a way

that makes B believe that the problem is technical.

An example of contradiction deception is when A writes

a tweet X on subject S that contradicts what tweeter B
usually expresses on this subject. From this, followers of A
and B may assume that A and B are opponents, when in
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fact they have agreed to pose as opponents on S to gain

influence when they join forces on subject T .

Effect deception occurs when an effect is brought about

differently than perceived by the audience. For example, if A
hires well-known xenophobe B to re-tweet the tweets of C,

then the general audience becomes suspicious of C through

no fault of his own. The effect is achieved in a causal manner

that differs from what C and the general audience believes.

A more common case is when user A has thousands of

followers, making B believe that A writes well on interesting

topics, whereas A has actually bought the followers.

Purpose deception. A tweeter A could have many pur-

poses for tweeting about a source X , e.g. an article . If

A promotes X , promotion seems to be the purpose of A’s

writing. However, if A is ”trolling”, the purpose might be

to upset others and incite them to condemn X .

E. Quality Cases

Accompaniment and content deception on Twitter occurs

whenever a URL purports to lead somewhere it does not. It

might also be argued that the space location-at deception of

tweeting that this is square A (when it is actually square B)

and the object deception of a photograph with false geodata

together constitute an accompaniment deception.

Manner deception on Twitter is almost indistinguishable

from effect deception discussed above.

Material deception is rare in cyberspace, claims Rowe,

because ”everything is represented as bits” [6]. It might be

argued, however, that some forms of object deception are

close to material deception, e.g. photo manipulation.

Measure deception on Twitter occurs when numbers of

followers, retweets etc. are manipulated. This can happen in

several ways, such as using bots to tweet, hiring real users to

tweet, placing malware in a target computer to manipulate

statistics on the client side, or placing malware on a Twitter

server to manipulate statistics directly.

Order deception misleads about the order in which things

occur. For example, A tweets to the respected journalist B
that a news story is breaking on topic X , backing this up

with a deceptive URL (e.g. to a hacked news agency, to a

mockup site, or to a site reporting on unrelated topic Y in

a foreign language.) If B then reports on X , B might be

the first reputable journalist doing so, believing himself to

be the second. A similar case is when user A uses accounts

A′, A′′ and A′′′ to approach B, making it look like several

independent users are retweeting a story, but B is actually

the first real user to do so.

Value deception as defined by Rowe pertains to the data

transmitted by the action in a software sense, i.e. arguments

passed to executables etc. This is rare on Twitter, URLs

with malicious software can easily be distributed. However,

value deception by changing numerical values in tweets is

straightforward, e.g. user A tweeting that 1 000 people are

gathered on square X , whereas they are actually only 100.

F. Essence Cases

Type/supertype deception is deception in the ontological

type of an action. For example, if bot A retweets user B,

user B might perceive this as an act of interest, but the bot

actually just did it to entice similar behavior from B, thus

helping to spread the bot’s message.

Whole/part deception is deception in the ontological con-

text of an action, so that an action perceived to be part of

one thing, is actually part of something else. For instance,

A and B are engaged in a conversation that A believes

to be normal social behavior, but B is actually gathering

intelligence about A for future use.

III. A SYSTEM FOR DETECTING DECEPTION

In the remainder of this paper we will discuss possible

ways to detect deception. As a rule, we do not expect

a computer system to detect deception automatically –

deception is by its very nature not explicit. Instead we aim

to detect clues (or indicators) of deception. Our indicators

are not meant to be sufficient or necessary characteristics of

deception, but rather meant to be useful to the analyst. In

particular, if several clues are found, they may well lead us

to believe that their common cause is a deception, but such

fusion of clues will most often be made by the analyst.

A system should be able to detect several different indica-

tors and allow a user to pursue them further and/or combine

them with other clues he/she instructs the system to extract.

This iterative process should help the analyst sift through

the huge amounts of data that even a specific part of Twitter

constitutes. Also, it is important that the system allows

the analyst to use background knowledge from outside the

system, such as a certain user being suspicious.

IV. INDICATORS FOR TWITTER DECEPTION

Many studies describe interesting features extracted from

Twitter, interesting in the context of detecting deception. In

particular, three papers have inspired our selection of groups

and classes of features discussed below: O’Donovan et al.

[10], Castilo et al. [11], and Gupta et al. [12]. While the

following is by no means an exhaustive enumeration, we try

to cover several very different kinds of indicators.

A. Metadata as Indicators

Twitter supplies metadata about tweets and users, all of

which is potentially interesting: Who wrote a particular

tweet? When? Where does the user live? Who retweets

which message by whom? etc.

B. Text Indicators

Though tweets are not ”traditional” text (being very short,

and informally written) natural language processing (NLP)

[13] techniques are still applicable. However, they might not

perform as well as on e.g. news text. Entity (e.g. persons
and organizations for participant deceptions, locations for
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space or time deception) and event extraction offer starting

points for further tweet analysis.

Detecting explicit claims that someone has deceived

someone else might be very useful. This borders on au-

tomatic deception/lie detection based on text features [2].

However, such work is very hard on traditional text, and

probably even harder on the short tweet messages.

Information Retrieval methods [14] can also provide use-

ful indicators concerning specific tweets or groups of tweets:

keyword searches, text similarity calculations, groupings

of different kinds, such as categorizations, clusterings, and

topic modeling. Categorizations into opinion and sentiment

classes [15] can be used for finding polarized or heated

discussions.

C. Network Indicators

Social Network Anlysis (SNA) [16] can be applied to

Twitter using for instance (i) the follow relation and (ii) the

implicit relation of who retweets who. Basic SNA gives us

measures/indicators of closeness between users, user groups,

and the centrality of a user in a network. In the following,

we give some relevant examples. Leskovec et al. address the

problem of which nodes in a network to monitor in order to

quickly detect the spreading of information [17]. A similar

problem is addressed by Gomez Rodriguez et al. who study

how information such as certain claims or pieces of news

propagate in a network [18]. Anagnostopoulos et al. have

studied influence in social networks, i.e. the phenomenon

when the behavior of a user induces friends to behave in a

similar fashion [19]. Yamaguchi et al. propose a link-based

algorithm, TURank, for finding authoritative users on Twitter

based on three principles: [20]: (i) A user followed by many

authoritative users is likely to be an authoritative user. (ii) A

tweet retweeted by many authoritative users is likely to be

a useful tweet. (iii) A user who posts many useful tweets is

likely to be an authoritative user.

D. Interesting User Indicators

Some users are particularly interesting to detect (and

possibly remove before analysis), e.g. users that are being

paid for writing certain messages, accounts that has been

hijacked, and bots. Stringhini et al. identify four different

kinds of spam bots [21] and are able to detect them with

very high accuracy. Chu et al. also identify cyborgs (bot-

assisted humans or human-assisted bots) [22].

E. Polarization Indicators

Polarized discussions might be prone to exhibit decep-

tion. Guerra et al. analyze communities with respect to

polarization looking specifically at the boundary nodes/users

[23]. Conover et al. study tweets before the 2010 US

congressional midterm elections and find big differences

between the different networks of users that can be built

either from mentions or from retweets [24].

F. Credibility Indicators

Credibility is closely connected to deception: Credible

sources do not deceive – therefore deceivers most of all want

to influence credible sources. Canini et al. try to find credible

users by a hybrid approach; combining graph and text based

methods [25]. Castillo et al. address the problem in greater

detail in their attempt to evaluate event credibility on Twitter

[11]. Gupta et al. offer a more sophisticated approach in their

study of how to find credible information on current events

using Twitter [12].

G. Anomaly Indicators

Looking for anomalies from what normal activity looks

like by statistical means is a general strategy, applicable to

any indicator. Such anomaly detection has proved successful

in finding emerging topics on Twitter [26].

V. THE PROSPECTS FOR DETECTION

Based on the discussions in Sections II throgh III we will

now briefly outline how some of the deception cases could

be detected. Remember that this will be an iterative process

where an analyst is aided by the computer system.

A. Space Cases

To detect the space cases, locations must be found, either

from metadata or by entity recognition in the tweeted text.

Obviously, locations extracted must be combined with other

indicators to be indicative of deception. An example would

be extracting the stated lie in ”A has been lying about living

in location L1, when in fact he lives in L2.” If identified and

presented to an analyst, this indicates location-at deception.

B. Time Cases

Just as for space cases, times must be extracted either

from metadata and/or by entity recognition in the tweeted

text. Again, times extracted must be combined with other

indicators to be indicative of deception, e.g. a time stated in a

tweet message by a suspicious tweeter might be misleading.

C. Participant Cases

Detecting deception regarding participants first requires

detection of those participants (e.g. persons, organizations,

countries etc.) either from metadata or from the tweeted text

as in the previous sections.

Consider agent deception where A controls B’s account.

If the take-over is accompanied by a change in the temporal

activity profile of the hijacked account [27] or if B suddenly

doubles the number of people he follows, this can be

detected. Such an anomaly indicator would be particularly

powerful if combined with a black-list of suspicious users.

Consider the beneficiary deception where A tweets that

1 000 people are gathered on square X in support of B,

while the people actually support C. If others also tweet

about the people on square X , the discrepancy might be
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detected through NLP analysis of the semantics of the

tweets.

The case of object deception with faked or re-used photos

can be detected by a system that intercepts tweets and

tests images using a service such as Google image search,

flagging re-used photos as suspicious. Geodata differing

from other versions of the same photo can also be flagged.

D. Causality Cases

Consider the effect deception where user A has thousands

of, mostly bought, followers. A graph analysis of the follow-

ers can expose this – if many of them appear to be following

very different users, it might be suspected that they do not

follow out of interest, but rather for profit. The better the

normal follower-pattern is known, the better this indicator

becomes.

E. Quality Cases

Accompaniment and content deception with shortened

URLs can be exposed by a system that intercepts tweets

and follows URLs in a sandboxed environment. URLs that

look different but point to the same resource can be flagged.

Consider the order deception when journalist B is being

approached by A′, A′′ and A′′′ and breaks a story that

believes is already in the news. A system that investigates

accounts and flags those that are newly created can expose

the simplest case. A more sophisticated attack with more

reputable fake users ”bred” for sale is more challenging,

though a graph analysis might still show discrepancies from

typical patterns exhibited by real users.

F. Essence Cases

Type/super type deception as described in Section II-F is

possible to detect if one is able to find bots. Any conversation

by a bot is a potential deception. An analyst may determine

the message a bot is trying to spread if provided with (a

summary of) the conversations a bot has had.

Whole/part deception as described in Section II-F is

harder to detect. A system could provide an analyst with

the conversations an interesting tweeter A has had. If A is a

bot, trawling other users for personal information, a pattern

in the conversations might become apparent to the analyst

given enough data.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper has explored the prospects for building a

system that helps a human analyst to detect deception on

Twitter. The contribution has several stages: First, using

a previously published taxonomy of cyber deception, we

examined how Twitter can be used as a vector for deception.

Though the cases identified are probably not exhaustive,

it is reasonable to believe that large and relevant portions

of potential deception strategies were found. Second, we

introduced the wide notion of indicators. These are clues that

can be helpful for a human analyst and are not necessary

or sufficient characteristics of deception. Third, with the

indicators as a background, the prospects for deception de-

tection were discussed. Though the analysis needs empirical

verification, it is based on structured and literature-based

reasoning about what to find and how to find it.

In conclusion, we believe that a system could aid a human

analyst in the detection of deception if he or she is provided

with the right indicators and allowed to interact with the

system in an iterative manner.
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